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Time Is Over
Freaky Age

Song: Time is Over
Band: Freaky Age
Tabber: 12345abcd3 (i_am_your_leader@hotmail.co.uk)

I took this from the requested tabs so i hope whoever requested it likes it.
The lyrics might be a bit wrong but they were the best ones (well, only ones) I
could find. Enjoy!

D

D
I am sitting on top of the roof now
D
nobody s waiting for someone like me
G
lalalala,lalalalaoh..

D
I was thinking  bout tomorrows party
D
don t wanna go but everyone forces me
G
lalalala,lalalalaoh..

D
and this night just seems like a dream
D
just get up here and baby enjoy me
G
lalalala,lalala..

F#m
and there are times when it all seems gone
A
until you know where to begin

Bm
cuz our time is over
     G
it s all gone now 
     A             D       
yeah people try to turn me round
Bm
but it won t work

Bm
time is over



     G
it s all gone now
     A             D
yeah people try to fool me around

D
And whenever i start to sing
D
just get up here and baby enjoy me
D
lalalala,lalala..

D
Then whever this party begins
D
don t ever call me cuz everybody s waiting
G
lalalala,lalala..

F#m
and there are times when it all seems gone
A
until you know where to begin

Bm
cuz our time is over
     G
it s all gone now 
     A             D       
yeah people try to turn me round
Bm
but it won t work

Bm
time is over
     G
it s all gone now
     A             D
yeah people try to turn me around

Solo
G D G D G A

Bm
cuz our time is over
     G
it s all gone now 
     A             D       
yeah people try to turn me round
Bm
but it won t work



Bm
cuz our time is over
     G
it s all gone now 
     A             D       
yeah people try to turn me round
Bm
but it won t work

Bm
time is over
     G
it s all gone now
     A             D
yeah people try to turn me around

G A D

That s it. Please comment and rate.


